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Abstract

Secure group communication enables only the users in
that group securely communicate with each other. Because
the users can join or leave the group dynamically, scalabil-
ity is a major concern. In this paper we propose a scalable
distributed model using multiplicative one-way functions.
When totally � users are in the group, proposed model re-
duces the size of multicast message required in join or leave
operation from ����� �� to ���� keeping other costs com-
parable. Therefore, proposed model is very applicable to a
wide area network environment or a low-bandwidth chan-
nel such as ad hoc network.
Keywords: security, cryptographic protocols, secure group
communication , group key management, distributed model

1 Introduction

With the growth of interactive applications such as video
conferences or grid computing, the importance of group
communication model also increases. But the extension of
point-to-point secure communication protocol is not scal-
able to large group because it requires totally ��� � ����
key pairs for � group members. So the concept of a group
key was proposed to provide scalability and has been em-
ployed in almost all models [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. A group
key is a secret key only known to the group members and is
managed securely. Because all transferred messages are en-
crypted with it, only group members are able to participate
in the communication.

Key management in secure group communication can
be divided into two groups: centralized and distributed.
Centralized key management assumes the existence of Key
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Distribution Center(KDC) that manages the group and dis-
tributes keys [5, 9, 10]. Distributed key management refers
to managing keys between the group members without out-
side assistance [11, 12, 13]. The former is more practical
if network environment is wide and reliable, but it is very
vulnerable to a single point of failure problem. Moreover
its stability is dependent on the reliability of network. Thus
we focus on distributed management.

The major problem of this area is to preserve secure com-
munication for a dynamic group by updating a group key
whenever a new user joins or an existing user leaves. Key
updating is very consumptive and frequently performed due
to the character of group communication, and the dominant
cost is rather communication cost than computation cost
[14, 15]. In particular, multicasting to all group members
is very costly because not only group members but also
routers or other users connected by the network must for-
ward the message.

In this paper, we present a very scalable model for secure
group communication. We propose a new concept of exclu-
sive key and design a scalable model based on it. Keep-
ing storage cost and computation cost of each user similarly
to previous models, our model requires only one multicast
message of ���� size compared with ������� size of other
models during the key update process. In the aspect of se-
curity, our model guarantees group key secrecy, forward se-
crecy, and backward secrecy.

In Section 2, we explain previous models based on logi-
cal key tree. In Section 3 we explain RSA function, and in
Section 4 we describe the structure of our model and exclu-
sive keys shared between group members. In Section 5, we
propose a scalable and distributed secure group communi-
cation model and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Works

Among many researches to improve scalability, the ap-
proaches using a key tree [6, 7, 16, 8] are the best solutions
in both security and performance aspects. Especially, they
have the lowest communication cost ������� with the in-
crease of storage cost.



Wong et al. [8] and Wallner et al. [16] proposed the
use of a key tree called by Logical Key Hierarchy(LKH). In
this model, a logical key tree is maintained. Each node of
the tree represents a key and each leaf node corresponds to
each group member. Each member receives the key of the
nodes in the path from its corresponding leaf node to the
root. The key of root node is the group key and known to
all members. For a balanced tree, each member stores at
most ����� � keys.

When a new member joins the group, a new leaf node
is created and included in the tree. For backward secrecy,
all key of the nodes in the path from the new leaf node’s
parent to the root should be changed. Each new key is en-
crypted with its respective children nodes’ kyes and a key
update message containing all encrypted keys is multicasted
to all members. The size of key update message is at most
� � ������. When an existing member leaves the group, the
leaf node corresponding to him is removed from the tree.
For forward secrecy, all key of the nodes in the path from the
leaf node to the root should be changed. Similarly, each new
key is encrypted with its respective children nodes’ keys ex-
cept the leaf node, and a key update message is multicasted
to all members.

The model proposed in [1] improves joining operation.
Instead of generating new keys and sending them to mem-
bers, all keys to be updated are passed through a one-way
function. Every member that already knew the old key can
derive the new one. So key update process is done locally.
This model is known as LKH+. Other improvements us-
ing one-way function [17] or pseudo random generator [18]
have been proposed. Those models reduce the size of key
update message from � � ������ to only ���� ��.

Although communication cost has been reduced signifi-
cantly, the size of multicast message is at least ����, which
is still not sufficient for a large group with dynamical mem-
bership change.

3 RSA Function

In our model, RSA function is used to derive subkeys
from already known keys. Suppose � is a composite inte-
ger of the form � � �� where � and � are distinct primes.
Then the function � 	 ��

� � �
�

� defined by

���� � �� 
�� � where �	 � � 
�� 
��� (1)

has the following properties.

� The function � has one-wayness property. Computing
the inverse function ��� is finding the exponent 	 from
� and �, and it is computationally equivalent to factor-
ing � . Therefore, it is intractable if the factorization
of � is not known.

� The function � has multiplicative property from the
following equation:

�������� � ��� 
�� ����� 
�� �� (2)

� ����� 
�� � (3)

� ����� (4)

For the efficiency of computation, the exponent � should
be small if possible. Though a small exponent � � � is used
in many applications, there is a possibility of breaking the
one-wayness property. If � � � ���, then � can be recov-
ered from ���� simply by computing the integer � �� root of
����. Therefore the exponent � should be chosen with care
of both efficiency and security.

Now we define two functions �� and �� as

����� � �� 
�� �� (5)

����� � �� 
�� �� (6)

where �� � ��, �� � ����, and � � �� �� are distinct
primes. Because all primes are distinct, �� and �� are in-
dependent each other.

4 A Logical Key Tree with Exclusive Keys

The main idea of this paper is a new key tree composed
of exclusive keys, which is defined later, with multiplicative
one-way functions. Suppose a binary tree where �� is a root
node, ��� is a left child node of ��, and ����� is a right child
node. Then each node represents a key and each leaf node
corresponds to each member in the group.

Definition. An exclusive key ��� of a node �� in the key
tree is the key shared between all members except the mem-
bers in the subtree rooted at the node.

For example in Figure 1, ��� is shared with only the mem-
bers ��, ��, �� � �� except ��, ��. A proper subset of all
exclusive keys is held by each member. And a group key is
held by all members.

This approach enables an efficient and scalable way that
deals with group membership change. If a new member
joins, existing members can securely communicate with
each other by the group key. And if an existing member
leaves, remaining members except the leaving member can
securely communicate by the exclusive key of the corre-
sponding node.

A problem of this approach is that each member must
store �� � exclusive keys at least. To overcome this prob-
lem, we use multiplicative one-way functions �� and ��
described in Section 3. Except ���, all exclusive keys are
derived from the following equation :

���� � ������� (7)

������ � �������� (8)



In other words, the exclusive key of a node can be computed
from the key of parent node and �� if it is a left child, or ��
otherwise.

This idea helps to reduce the number of keys to be stored
by each member from � � � to ����. If a member has all
keys of sibling nodes of the nodes along the path from the
root to the leaf node corresponding to him, he can compute
all keys of leaf nodes except his own node. For example, a
member �� in Figure 1 is able to compute ��� � ����

except ��� if he knows ���, ��� and ���. Let’s con-
sider the process of computing ���. From the fact that a
node �� is a right child of a node ��, ��� is derived such
that ��� � �������. Then ��� is derived such that
��� � ������� because a node �� is a left child node
of a node ��. On the other hand, he cannot compute the
keys not permitted such as ��� because the functions have
one-wayness property.
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Figure 1. Exclusive key computation of ��

5 A Distributed Model

The main advantage of a distributed group communica-
tion model is that it tolerates a single point of failure prob-
lem. In distributed models, there is no server or key center
and group members manage the group by themselves. Even
though some members are out of order, the overall group
can be preserved. So choosing a distributed model is better
if the network is not reliable or there is no fixed infrastruc-
ture.

In this section, we present a distributed group commu-
nication model. Our model provides a novel way that con-
structing a key tree and distributing a proper key set to each
member are to be performed without the help of KDC. Here
we describe our model in the order of setup, initialization,
join operation, leave operation and exclusive key update op-
eration.

5.1 Setup

Before each user �� participates in the network, he re-
ceives a composite number �� � ���� from off-line server.
In the situation that the network is composed of wireless
PDAs, each PDA receives the value from the server through
Internet when it is connected to PC. The value is used later
to construct the functions �� and ��, and no user can dis-
cover the primes �� and ��. For the verification of ��, the
server may use its own digital signature on ��.

5.2 Initialization

This phase is performed only once when initially � mem-
bers ��, ��, ..., �� agree on establishing group communica-
tion. One of them temporarily plays the role of leader. Let
�� be the device. It firstly constructs a key tree where itself
corresponds to the leftmost leaf node of the tree. And the
member �� corresponding to the leftmost leaf node of root’s
right child tree becomes an assistant. In Figure 1, �� plays
the role of assistant.

�� receives the composite number �� from ��, constructs
the functions �� and �� with small exponent � such as 17,
and publicly opens them.

����� � �� 
�� �� (9)

����� � �� 
�� �� (10)

Then �� randomly generates ��� and �� also randomly
generates ���. Although nobody except the off-line server
cannot discover the root key ���, it does no harm to our
model.

�� randomly generates a group key ��, and each device
� receives its index ��	 and �� from ��. Then � guesses
the indexes of exclusive keys to be held, and receives the
keys from �� or �� depending on the index of each key. For
example in Figure 1, after receiving the index ��	� � �
from ��, �� guesses that the keys to be held are ���, ���

and ��� because � is the result of right shifting of � two
times and reversing the rightmost bit, and other indexes can
be computed similarly. Then it requests and receives ���

and ��� from �� because � is the prefix of � and �. It
also requests and receives ��� from ��. Then it knows all
exclusive keys along the path from the root to the leaf node
corresponding to him.



5.3 Join Operation

Because the request of a new member’s join occurs fre-
quently, an effort to minimize the effect of other members
is necessary. In other words, the portion of other members
in join operation must be as minimum as possible.

Let’s assume that a new member � wants to join the
group. It finds two nearest group members. We call the
first member a sponsor � and call the second member a co-
operator �. The steps of join operation are as follows.

1. ������� � ���
Authentication of � and deciding whether the sponsor
accepts �’s join request or not are other issues and this
paper does not consider these issues. After accepting
�’s join request, the sponsor generates a new group key
�� � and an update value ��. Then he encrypts them
with the current group key �� and multicasts them.
Other members receive and decrypt them. Then each
member performs update operation with ��.

2. ������� � �
The sponsor assigns his index ��
 � � � ��
 , and
�’s index ��	 � ��
 � �. From the viewpoint of
key tree, the sponsor that was corresponding to a node
in the tree corresponds to a left child of the node and �
corresponds to a right child of the node. Then the spon-
sor sends ��	, �� � and all exclusive keys he holds to
� through a one-to-one secure channel.

3. ���������� � �
The cooperator computes ����� . Because there is
always one ancestor key of ����� in the set of his
exclusive keys, he can compute the requested key with
�� and ��. Then the cooperator sends the computed
key to � securely. Now, � holds all the keys needed.

4. ���������� � �������
Similarly to step 3, the cooperator computes �����

and sends it to the sponsor securely.

For example, suppose that �� wants to join the group
in Figure 2 and the two nearest members are �� and ��.
Then �� becomes a sponsor and �� becomes a coopera-
tor. After receiving join request, �� sends ��	� � ��
and ���� ��� ���	� to �� and ��	� is changed to
��. Then �� computes ���� from ��� and sends it to
��. Now �� holds all the keys needed. On the other hand,
�� receives ���� from ��. In the figure, the part shown
in dotted line is changed to the part in solid line after join
protocol is finished.

5.4 Leave Protocol

Similarly to join request, leave request of an existing
member occurs frequently. In such a case, the keys that
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Figure 2. A key tree after �� joins the group

leaving member knows should be updated to prevent it from
overhearing the messages communicated with group mem-
bers in the future.

If a member � wants to leave the group, it finds the near-
est group member. We call the member a revoker and �
denotes it. Then the following steps are performed.

1. �� �� �!��
� sends the revoker a leave request with his index ��	.

2. �� �!�� � ���
After receiving�’s leave request, the revoker randomly
generates a new group key �� � and an update value
��. He also computes ����� from his keys and
�� � and �� are encrypted and multicasted with the
index ��	 to all members. After receiving the mes-
sage, each member computes ����	 and gets �� �

and ��. Only the members in the group except � can
decrypt the message because of the one-wayness prop-
erty. With the update value ��, each member performs
update operations.

If an existing member �� finds out that � is his sibling
member in the key tree, his index is right shifted and
his logical position is changed to correspond to the par-
ent node. Figure 3 shows the change of a key tree after
�
 leaves the group.

5.5 Exclusive Key Update Operation

This operation is performed by each group member
whenever join or leave operation is performed. Suppose
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Figure 3. A key tree after �
 leaves the group

that he securely received �� from the center. Similarly to
exclusive key, �� is computed from

��� � ������ ����� � ������� (11)

Then �� �

 is computed by multiplying �� by � for
each exclusive key �� he holds. For example, in Figure
4 a user ��’s next keys are computed as

�� �

� � ��� � ������ (12)

�� �

� � ��� � ���������� (13)

�� �

� � ��� � ��������������� (14)

Because �� and �� have multiplicative property, updated
exclusive keys preserve the following relation and a parent
key can derive its children keys.

�� �

�� � ����� �

�� �� �

���� � ����� �

��� (15)

Actually, it is sufficient to compute update values of the
nodes along the path from root to his corresponding node
and their sibling nodes. Whole key computation of each
user requires � ���� � � function computations and ����
multiplications.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a very scalable and distributed
secure group communication model using multiplicative
one-way functions. Our model does not require any trusted
key center or infrastructure. And it reduces the size of mul-
ticast message in join or leave operation to ���� compared
with ������� in the previous models keeping other costs
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comparable. In view of it, our model is more applicable
to a large group in wide area network environment or low-
bandwidth channel such as ad hoc network.
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